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Abstract 

At present, the impact of news language on consumer behavior still needs to be explored 
especially as COVID-19 continues to spread. In this study, a corpus-based research 
method was adopted to collect collocates and the sales data of well-known e-commerce 
companies in Europe and the United States during the epidemic. We selected target 
products and used the English Corpus to retrieve related words. We also used statistical 
methods to handle these data. Moreover, a questionnaire which was about fake news and 
how word frequencies affect consumers was included in this paper. The results show 
that the usage of news word frequency and its related words affect consumers' purchase 
behavior of specific products to a certain extent, which will cause people to buy in panic. 
For different products, the frequency of different words used in news has different 
effects on their sales volume. This study is helpful for news linguists to guide consumers' 
behavior through the effective use of related words in the future. 
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1. Introduction 

Since the COVID-19 outbreak, consumers’ behavior and consumption patterns have been 
largely affected. More consumers increasingly like choosing to shop online, but overall 
consumer spending has fallen sharply. Much of what people buy depends on news coverage of 
the epidemic from a variety of sources. The role of news at different levels has become 
significant. Firstly, news language contains information about subject words directly related to 
COVID-19 (such as infection rate). Secondly, news reports can solve the problem of information 
asymmetry caused by regional restrictions to some extent. So far, the news language has 
facilitated the use of some hashtags. For example, #Toilet-paper-crisis, which shows people 
buying in panic during an epidemic. As we can see, news has a huge impact on consumers’ 
behavior, especially in global health events like COVID-19. According to the 2020 Consumer 
Trends Report, about half of U.S. consumers (52%) have reduced their overall spending since 
the outbreak began, while 63% have increased or maintained their online spending.  

The main purpose of this study is to figure out how the words“distancing, pandemic and 
coronavirus” affect the sales of masks, switch and toilet paper, and how fake news affects 
people's consumption behavior. We selected daily necessities with high sales volume during 
the epidemic like masks according to the online sales data. Besides, switch and toilet paper were 
chosen because of their different reaction to word frequencies. Meanwhile, we not only focused 
on the frequency of the product itself appearing in the news report, but also paid attention to 
the analysis of the frequency of the product appearing in the news together with related words. 
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Because of the large number of news reports and different access channels, we chose to study 
news from the Internet to collect word frequency information as accurately as possible. 

Finally, we found that the use of word frequency in news during the epidemic had some impacts 
on people's consumption. For epidemic prevention necessities, the repeated occurrence of 
some high-frequency words had a great impact on their sales and were positively correlated. 
However, for daily entertainment and necessities, word frequency did not have a great impact 
on sales. But for certain products such as toilet paper, there were unusual sales figures for panic 
purchases. We have also found that fake news has little impact on consumers because of 
people’s discernment. 

2. Literature review 

Previous studies have focused on the use of social media to increase social learning, knowledge 
and different purchasing patterns (Muqadas et al., 2017[1]). Some scholars also have found that 
natural disasters and risks are closely related to supplier demand and consumer response 
(Zheng et al., 2020[2]).A recent study has shown that supply disruptions can lead to panic 
behavior among consumers and provide social learning for other consumers (Zheng et al., 
2020[2]). Gupta et al. (2020)[3] and Gangwar et al. (2014)[4]have found that price-sensitive 
consumers tend to stock up when they find commodities they are interested in and attractive 
discounts. In addition, due to the development of the Internet, social media has become an 
important factor affecting people's daily life. 

Panic buying originates from people's concern about the shortage of essential goods which is a 
normal reaction. It generally happens before or after the disaster. According to previous study, 
consumers' early purchase of essential goods will lead to price increase and long queues at 
stores (Tsao et al., 2019[5]). Moreover, when panic occurs, it affects only a few people and lasts 
for a short period of time (Perry and Lindell, 2003[6]). The COVID-19 outbreak is definitely a 
particularly scary time. Panic buying has met people's psychological needs and become a 
necessary behavior. Previous studies have applied the scarcity model based on the limited 
quantity and high time pressure to analyze the buying situation (Ku et al., 2012[7]; Suri et al., 
2007[8]). Wu et al. (2020)[9]conducted research on the Chinese online users who frequently 
use Taobao retail website and found the limited-quantity and time are the key predictors for 
the perceived arousal, which subsequently resulted in the impulsive buying behavior. The 
scarcity messages flooded in the media, which may function as powerful external stimuli for 
consumers. 

There is still a lack of theoretical research on the effect of news word frequency on people's 
buying behavior. Beck (1993)[10] 's risk society theory shows that the Internet has played an 
important material and technological role in the development of the "global risk society". We 
cannot understand the social processes reflected in the inventory behavior of consumers 
during COVID-19 in the form of a global social risk response. Consumer buying behavior can be 
caused by many factors. The purpose of this paper is to explore the influence of word frequency 
in news on consumer buying behavior during the epidemic. 

3. Methodology 

We adopted a corps-based research method and selected News on the Web (NOW) corpus to 
study the impact of the change in word frequency of news on consumption during the epidemic 
period. According to the European and American consumer behaviors analysis trend report and 
Amazon 2020 consumer trend report, we chose products from three categories whose sales 
data is representative. For illustration, mask, Switch and toilet paper. Also, we used Top 25 
monthly keywords in the Oxford Corpus, April to June 2020 published by Oxford English 
Dictionary. By sifting through all the words, we determined the time period of this study was 
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between March and November 2020 which showed up more frequently in news. Moreover, we 
selected some high frequency words that appeared together with the corresponding products 
in the news as our research objects. 

In order to make results more understandable, we used statistical methods to analyze the 
correlation between word frequency and product sales data collected. We also adopted the 
method of questionnaire survey mainly for the study of fake news. From the perspective of 
news reports, this research explores the influence of word frequency on consumer behavior. 
Moreover, when a major global event such as COVID-19 occurs, consumer behavior is not 
entirely determined by their own internal needs and is largely influenced by external stimuli 
like news. 

4. Sample data 

4.1. Sales data 

We analyzed some sales trend reports in Europe and America in 2020. It was found that during 
COVID-19, demand for epidemic prevention products, daily necessities and entertainment 
products has increased. According to Figure 1, mask, switch and toilet paper were selected in 
the order of high growth, low growth and abnormal sales fluctuations to show their changes in 
sales in 2020. We found that the purchase volume of toilet paper suddenly increased from 
almost zero in February to nearly 80 million, and the normal sales volume of the next four to 
November was below 20 million. In addition, the number of switch purchases experienced a 
small increase in March and April, and now there has been a slight upward trend from 
September to November. As for masks, this is a must-have product during the epidemic. After 
experiencing a peak from March to June, the sales data began to rise again, becoming the largest 
sales among the three products in November. 

 

 
Figure 1. Products Sales Trend 

 

4.2. Word Frequency 

In this research, we searched 75 words in Oxford Corpus in NOW corpus. Eventually, we chose 
the same high frequency vocabularies for different products. For example, pandemic, distancing 
and coronavirus. The following form shows the frequencies of collocates. 

We found that the high frequency epidemic-related words and the three products we selected 
are combined with collocates. Among them, the mask is the product with the most reports this 
year, and the collocations contributed by distancing, pandemic and coronavirus have reached 
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4447, 1093, and 1146 respectively. The collocates data of switch and toilet paper towels are 
relatively small, that is, there are relatively few news reports related to the epidemic, and they 
are concentrated around 100 to 200. 

 

 
Figure 2. Products Collocates 

4.3. Questionnaire 

The questionnaire used in this research included a total of 20 questions. Among them, 13 
questions were investigated by numerical rating scales. Our questions included basic 
information such as gender, age, and location during the COVID-19 outbreak. Meanwhile, it also 
made a preliminary investigation on the change of consumer behavior caused by typical fake 
news during the epidemic. Here are some examples: 

1) What news have you been following during the epidemic? 

2) Which of the following products did you increase your purchases during the epidemic? 

3) Have news reports changed your buying behavior during the covid-19 outbreak? 

5. Results 

5.1. Correlation Coefficient 

The correlation coefficient is applicable to the correlation analysis between two variables. 
Using the formula below, we calculated the correlation coefficients between sales of the three 
products and word frequencies in the news as followed. 

 

Table 1. Correlation coefficient 
ρ Pandemic Distancing Coronavirus 

Mask 0.605894123 0.547632862 0.754387875 
Toilet paper 0.134556423 0.018329716 0.049374283 

Switch 0.047112107 -0.332859682 0.056453378 

 

We found that the correlation coefficient between masks as epidemic prevention necessities 
and these words is relatively high. However, for Switch whose sales volume was relatively 
stable, the correlation coefficient was small. This indicated that the high frequency of news 
words had only a little bit impacts on the sales of such products. We also noted that for toilet 
paper, although sales fluctuated greatly due to some news, the correlation coefficient was not 
very high. Such kind of unusual products was an exception which was caused by consumers' 
fear of COVID-19 and crowd psychology. Panic buying can lead to very large fluctuations in the 
sales of the product in a short time. 

For masks, all of three correlation coefficients were larger than 0.5 which means that the rise 
in mask sales has been linked to the recurring use of these words in the news. But for toilet 
paper, the indexes were all between 0 and 0.5, indicating sales of toilet paper were not 
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particularly correlated with news. For switch, the influence of word frequencies is almost 0. It 
is worth noting that switch has a negative correlation with distancing. The more frequently 
distancing appears in news, the less available a product becomes. 

5.2. Questionnaire results 

As of December 19, 2020, we have collected 165 valid questionnaires. In the single-choice 
questions, we found that almost everyone used social media or official website to learn about 
news. Secondly, the three news items that consumers are most concerned about are masks, 
hand sanitizer, and snacks. It is worth mentioning that nearly 65% of consumers said that news 
reports have changed their consumption behavior during the outbreak.  

In 6-likert scale, the frequent appearance of words such as "isolation" or "distance" does 
increase the purchase of certain prevention products as snacks. It is worth noting that the 
questionnaire not only involves the influence of certain words on purchasing behavior, but also 
the influence of some fake news on consumer behavior during the outbreak. Later, we studied 
the impact of fake news on participant consumption. Even if there is no outbreak, because there 
is no reliable news, more than 70% of people still have not bought a certain product. In addition, 
news reported by different polities have different impacts on consumers' decision-making. For 
example, most participants believed that the hand sanitizer reported by the World Health 
Organization could prevent the epidemic, while few believed that the disinfectant reported by 
the US government could reduce the spread of the virus and increase their purchase of 
disinfectant. The above data shows that words used in the news have indeed changed people's 
consumption behavior to a certain extent. 

6. Discussion 

Overall, in three products, we found that COVID-19 panic creates scarcity fear among 
consumers, leading to increased levels of perceived arousal and ultimately impulsive and forced 
buying behavior. These results were consistent with those of previous studies. One interesting 
finding of the study was that consumers buy different products because of different word 
frequencies. This difference may be due to the different needs of different groups of people for 
different types of products, which indirectly reflects the buying habits of certain groups. At the 
same time, panic buying may be a kind of behavior that most consumers experience in order to 
relieve psychological stress and anxiety during the crisis. The results of this study show that 
the influence of news word frequency on consumer behavior seems to be driven by demand. 

However, there are still some limitations in this study. The results are supported by raw data 
and existing literature. So, it requires future researchers to use statistical techniques to test 
them. Moreover, due to the small sample size, the results of this study cannot be generalized to 
a large population. Therefore, future researchers can use quantitative data collection and 
analysis methods to verify the impact of word frequency on consumption. In conclusion, we 
highlight the effect of word frequency on consumer behavior. This research can help news 
linguists to play a positive role in guiding consumer behavior through the effective use of 
related words in the future. It does have certain research value. 

7. Conclusion 

In conclusion, using corpus analysis and economic data analysis methods, we found that 
consumer behavior of some certain products during the epidemic is positively correlated with 
the word frequency of news-related reports, though other factors such as fake news have little 
effect. Furthermore, the higher the correlation is, the greater the influence of word frequencies 
on consumer buying behavior. Moreover, fake news did not have a great long-term impact on 
consumption during the epidemic. 
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